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DIFFERENTIATED
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PASSAGES AND QUESTIONS
QUESTIONS

ANSWER KEYS
10 DIFFERENTIATED PASSAGES 
GRADES 3 - 6 

PRINT AND DIGITAL

PAIRED PASSAGES



Each set of paired passages provides students with many 
opportunities to practice comparing and contrasting 

different literary elements.

10 DIFFERENTIATED PASSAGES
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TO PRACTICE COMPARING &
MULTIPLE PASSAGES

CONTRASTING PAIRED PASSAGES



In this resource, I provide a variety of different genres including 
Greek mythology, Native American folktales, 

mysteries, science-fiction stories, fantasy, realistic fiction, etc.
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MULTIPLE GENRES
INCLUDED



The purpose of reading paired literature passages is to provide students with 
an opportunity to compare and contrast different literary elements. With a set 
of paired literature passages, students can be prompted to find connections 
and differences in story/plot elements, topics, genres, themes, details, etc.
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PAIRED
PASSAGES



Students have probably practiced these skills in a single passage, but 
comparing the elements in two pieces of literature is a huge leap. It requires 

them to find unstated connections, which helps their higher-level thinking skills.
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PAIRED
PASSAGES



Quickly differentiate for your students 
based on word count and Lexile level. 

LEVELS OF EACH PASSAGE3
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DIFFERENTIATED
PASSAGES



GRAPHIC ORGANIZER
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DOUBLE-BUBBLE THINKING MAP

Students can use the double-bubble thinking 
map to compare and contrast different literary 

elements.



SHORT-ANSWER 
QUESTIONS

Thoughtful multiple choice and short-answer 
questions guide students to compare and contrast a 

variety of literary elements. 



Questions require students to compare and 
contrast themes, settings, and plots of stories that 

involve the same character.

COMPARE &
CONTRAST QUESTIONS



Questions require students to compare and contrast 
themes and patterns of events in myths or literature from 

different cultures (fables, folktales, Greek mythology, etc.).

COMPARE &
CONTRAST QUESTIONS



Questions require students to compare and contrast 
themes and topics of stories from the same genre.

COMPARE &
CONTRAST QUESTIONS



Questions require students to compare and contrast 
themes and topics from stories with different genres.

COMPARE &
CONTRAST QUESTIONS



SAME QUESTIONS FOR
EACH READING LEVEL

The questions are the same for 
each reading level of the passage.
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ANSWER KEYS 

Answer keys with detailed example responses 
are provided with every set of questions.
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There are so many ways you can use these 
passages and questions in your classroom.

MULTIPLE
CLASSROOM USES

- Guided reading
- Small groups
- Intervention
- Practice and re-teaching
- Reading mini-lessons
- Homework
- Morning work
- Formative assessments
- Summative assessments ©
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Do you need a paperless version? Assign the 
passages and questions on your digital 

platform.

DIGITAL OPTION
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GO 100% PAPERLESS



DIGITAL OPTION
SHORT

ANSWER 
RESPONSE

Students can read the passage, fill in the 
short-answer questions, and turn the 

assignment in digitally. 
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CLASSROOM
TESTED & APPROVED
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“ “I absolutely LOVE these paired passages! Kristine Nannini's passages are 
always engaging for my students and do a fantastic job teaching specific 
reading skills. What I really appreciate the most is that these passages are 
short which makes it perfect to introduce paired passages to my students.

“ “I love that we are able to discuss and answer questions 
as a whole class, but the passages are differentiated for 
the wide range of ability levels within my class.
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“ “I love this resource! It is such a great way to teach kids to 
compare and contrast the many elements of literature. I think the 
bubble map serves as such a great visual for kids to get their 
thinking down on paper and be able to answer questions easily!

“ “This resource was really helpful when I needed to find 
passages for students to compare and contrast. One of our 
big reading skills is comparing details between texts and these 
paired passages were perfect. Thank you!
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“ “Perfectly aligned to topic and standards. Clear directions and 
nice compilation of resources to support learning concepts. 
Perfect resources for reinforcing learning concepts.

“ “I love these products!! There is so much thought in her work. I purchased 
these to use with 4th grade students. I love the multi-level options. She 
has also added the digital option which saves us hours and its included. 
Kristine Nannini you are a Rock Star!! I wish I could give this 10 stars.
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BUNDLE

Cover all the essential fiction and 
informational text reading skills with 

these bundles. 

TO SAVE MONEY
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https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Reading-Comprehension-Passages-and-Questions-Fiction-BUNDLE-Reading-Strategies-3680278
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Reading-Comprehension-Passages-and-Questions-Fiction-and-Nonfiction-Strategies-4526093

